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Hearing this, Scott said solemnly, “Mr. Moonshade, I wish to ask you for a favor.”

Andrius had come to fulfill a promise and naturally would not refuse. “Please tell me.”

Scott glanced at Liliana, then said worriedly, “The Conways is powerful. Back then, it was them who caused our family’s

destruction. We’re powerless to resist now.

“I want you to take Liliana away and leave Jurith. No, leave Argos itself! I don’t want her to continue the investigation and let her

be harmed by the Conways.”

He wanted to uncover the truth for his parents, but the Conways had already caught on. If they did not stop in time, not only

would they be unable to get revenge for their parents, but it might also even lead to more harm and catastrophe.

“No!” Liliana immediately became anxious. “Scott, we’ve got nothing to lose. Why not continue the investigation? I want to make

them suffer, even if I have to die!”

Although Liliana was young, she had a headstrong personality.

Andrius also shook his head. “I can’t agree to that request, but don’t worry. I’ll help you find out the truth about what happened

that year and reclaim everything that belonged to your family.”

Along the way here, he had already inquired about the situation from Liliana. This matter may be an impossible task for the

siblings, but for him, he just had to ask a few questions. It was easy for him to handle.

“No, Mr. Moonshade!” Scott immediately felt overwhelmed when he saw Andrius intend to

confront the Conways.

He was afraid that Andrius‘ impulsive actions would drag everyone into trouble, and hastily persuaded, “The Conways have a

massive business empire including electronics, real estate, stocks, and more. Their total market value is around ten billion,

making them one of the most prominent families in Jurith!

“I don’t expect to get justice for our parents anymore. I just want Liliana to live well. That’s enough for me.” Scott’s words were

filled with bitterness.

Andrius chuckled and patted his shoulder, saying calmly, “Don’t worry.”

Kate also smiled. “You two don’t need to carry any burden. The Conways aren’t that

powerful. They won’t be able to stir up much trouble. All you have to do is wait for the good news.”
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Then, Andrius and Kate left the room.

“Ah…”

Scott looked at their backs and sighed in worry, his expression complicated. He wondered if involving Kate and Andrius would

bring good or bad consequences.

After coming out, Andrius immediately called Harpy. “Investigate Jones Enterprise in Jurith and find out what industries it has. Be

detailed. I want a quick response.”

Over the phone, Harpy immediately responded, “I’ll get right on it, Wolf King!”

Having the Hawkeye Group investigate such matters was simply overkill. The task was not challenging at all.

A moment later, Harpy called back. “Wolf King, it’s done! Jones Enterprise had more than thirty real estate properties, several

subsidiaries, and industries when they declared bankruptcy… I’ve compiled the information into a document and sent it to your

email.”

Andrius minimized the call screen and skimmed through the information.

The most famous name under Jones Enterprise was an office building in the city center called ‘Horizon Moon‘.

Coincidentally, today was the day that Horizon Moon was being auctioned off at Virtue Auction House.

“It’s being auctioned off…”

Seeing this information, Andrius immediately instructed, “Have the Lycantroops‘ commander here send me the card right away. I

want to acquire Horizon Moon.”
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